Microsoft Defender Experts for XDR

Go beyond the endpoint with managed XDR to help stop attackers and prevent future compromise

What is Defender Experts for XDR?

Defender Experts for XDR is a managed extended detection and response (MXDR) service that gives security teams air cover with leading end-to-end protection and expertise. Powered by Microsoft’s industry-leading Defender XDR suite, Defender Experts for XDR helps security teams triage, investigate, and respond to incidents to help stop attackers in their tracks and prevent future compromise.

Security teams face talent shortages and are unable to scale their security programs to keep up with their growing attack surface. Organizations cannot fight this fight alone and are turning to managed services to bring expertise to their teams immediately, help address coverage gaps, and add capabilities like proactive threat hunting and detection and response to augment their overall security operations.

Applying leading AI capabilities and threat intelligence, our Defender Experts team helps you drive SOC efficiency and stay ahead of emerging threats so you can focus on what matters.

Focus on incidents that matter
Triage and investigate prioritized incidents to focus on those that require immediate attention.

Respond with confidence
Contain and mitigate incidents across the Defender XDR suite faster with managed response and proactive remediation.

Access Defender Experts on-demand
Extend your team’s capacity with 24/7 access to Defender Experts via live chat for assistance.

Prevent future attacks
Reduce incidents over time with detailed recommendations to improve your overall security posture.
Triage, investigate, and remediate incidents to help stop attackers in their tracks and prevent future compromise

Microsoft Defender XDR
- Endpoints
- Identities
- Email
- Cloud Apps

Microsoft Defender Experts for XDR
- Human expertise: Leading defenders in the industry
- Threat Intelligence: Data informed by 65T daily signals
- Machine speed and scale: Service powered by ML and AI
- Proactive threat hunting: Probe deeper to expose significant threats
- Turnkey experience: Triage, Investigate, Respond
- Trusted advisor: Dedicated service delivery manager

Core Capabilities

Managed detection and response
Let our expert analysts manage your Microsoft Defender XDR incident queue and handle triage, investigation, and response on your behalf.

24/7 proactive threat hunting
Extend your team’s threat hunting capabilities and prioritize significant threats with Defender Experts for Hunting built in.

Live dashboards and reports
Get a transparent view of our operations conducted on your behalf, along with a noise-free, actionable view of prioritized incidents and detailed analytics.

Proactive check-ins
Benefit from remote, periodic check-ins with your SDM team to guide your Defender Experts for XDR experience and improve your security posture.

Fast and seamless onboarding
Get up and running quickly through a quick and straightforward onboarding process ensure your Microsoft security products are correctly configured.

“Defender Experts for XDR found a shadow IT detection on the first day of service. I was impressed that they found a real issue for us so fast – none of our other tools alerted us about it.”

Mike Johnson
Verifone

Click here to get started → https://aka.ms/DefenderExpertsforXDRGetStarted
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